
LUXURIOUS 
CONTEMPORARY 
STYLE
KRIS TURNBULL STUDIOS WAS COMMISSIONED TO DESIGN THE COMPLETE 
RENOVATION AND MODERNISATION OF THIS EXQUISITE FAMILY HOME, SET 
WITHIN THE BEAUTIFUL RESIDENTIAL AREA CHERRYVALLEY IN EAST BELFAST.
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Not limited to the interior design only, Kris & his 
architectural team, project managed the renovation 
from the outset securing planning permission through 

to managing this extensive refurbishment. The interiors have 
been reconfigured and extended behind the original façade 
to suit the client’s every desire and finished in a luxurious 
contemporary style.

Opening out the property on the ground floor we 
incorporated stunning lightwells and bi-fold doors into this 
elegant kitchen design. The open-plan space suits today’s 
informal lifestyles, providing a wealth of natural light whilst 
opening onto the beautifully landscaped gardens.

The bespoke streamlined kitchen has been designed 
focusing on simple lines and perfect proportions enriched by 
precious materials, elegant finishes and refined detailing. The 
distinctive design incorporates a harmonious combination 
of exotic wooden cabinetry, sleek quartzite worktops and 
smoked mirror splash-backs.
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The open-plan space flows seamlessly 
from the kitchen area to the family living, 
unified by a colour palette of soft neutrals, 
playful patterns and woven textures. Rich 
velvets have been gracefully layered into 
the interior scheme featuring some of the 
beautifully designed bespoke furniture 
pieces.

The neutral palette serves as the perfect 
foil for glamorous detail; a shooting vaulted 
ceiling finished in precious metals and onyx 
stone pendant create a warm glow whilst 
a customised media wall with integrated 
fireplace takes centre stage.

Further into the living space, a 
bespoke Minotti sofa holds court; it was 
configurated to seat guests comfortably 
when the owners entertain. Here, a dynamic 
play of texture is showcased as sleek 
Calacatta marble blends with voluminous 
window treatments and a luxurious 
bespoke hand-tufted rug.

“Neutrals have had a rebirth in 2021 – 
and rather than being cool backdrops for 
bolder accessories, they take centre stage 
to create interiors that are designed to 
envelop and indulge us.” Kris Turnbull
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“Fuelled by our desire to 
create an at-home sanctuary 
that is calming and tranquil, 
in the midst of a year that 
has been quite the opposite, 
the new neutral palette has 
swept through our homes and 
become one of the biggest 
interior trends of 2021.” 
Kris Turnbull



Integrating a bespoke wine room was an 
essential part of the project for the couple who 
likes to entertain.

With modern technology and creative thinking, 
this stunning room can store hundreds of bottles 
of wine and has plenty of space for glassware and 
equipment setting the mood for a tasting.

Enriched with warm tones, unique finishes and 
exclusive furniture, a muted colour palette was 
chosen for the Mid-century inspired formal living 
room, The design was created with a vision to 
seamlessly marry a monochrome design style 
with timeless elegance whilst adding glamorous 
details and finishes.

Fashioning an interior that stands the test 
of time, Kris Turnbull Studios have created 
an ambiance and interior that is for both a 
glamorous, and relaxed way of living.

“We believe that simple, refined, well executed 
design is the foundation for creating beautiful 
and luxurious interiors”.

The five-bedroom family home has been 
redesigned with an impeccably detailed interior 
scheme, using specialist joinery and wall finishes, 
alongside bespoke furnishings and decorative 
lighting to create a beautiful and functional home 
for modern family living, this is the ultimate 
retreat for the city outside.
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